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ARCO INC. AND MAXIMUS TECHNOLOGY SIGN
GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT
MAHWAH, NJ – MAY 1, 2014 - ARCO Inc., a specialty distributor of memory solutions, today

announced the signing of a global distribution agreement with Maximus Technology, a
manufacturer of advanced flash storage devices. Under the agreement, ARCO’s customers
throughout North America, Europe and Asia Pacific now have access to Maximus Technology’s
complete portfolio of military, industrial, enterprise and consumer solid state drive products.
“Total customer satisfaction is the number one goal of all ARCO employees, and we look to partner
with companies that share our fundamental values, especially when it comes to a commitment to
providing superior product support,” said Rick Kapoor, president of ARCO Inc. “Maximus Technology
is one of the few manufacturers able to provide NAND SLC flash products in one single disk with a
capacity over 512GB. Their proprietary technologies provide excellent reliability and performance
with devices for the most demanding applications.”
Maximus Technology’s product portfolio includes 2.5’’ SATAII SSDs with a Secure Erase function and
capacity range from 16GB~1024GB on MLC flash, and 16GB~640GB on SLC flash. The Secure Erase
speed can reach 2~3GB per second, meaning that all data in a 64GB disk can be erased totally
within 20 seconds, with high performance and stability to meet advanced industrial and military
applications. Maximus 2.5’’ Enterprise SSDs can be adapted to applications such as Bank Servers,
Panel PC, Video Recording, Enterprise Servers, Workstations, Surveillance, RAID, and High-end
Desktops.
About ARCO Inc.
ARCO, INC is an international distributor of electronic components providing specialized memory
solutions supporting state of the art and legacy product designs since 1984. ARCO is headquartered
in Mahwah NJ, USA, with offices in Germany, Hong Kong, and China. For more information please
visit: www.arcoinc.com.
About Maximus Technology
Maximus Technology is an innovative high-tech company providing customers around the world
with advanced flash storage solutions. Headquartered in Shenzhen city, Guangdong province,
Maximus Technology manufactures advanced Solid State Drive products with excellent reliability
and performance. For more information on Maximus Technology’s complete product offering,
please visit http://www.maximustek.com/en/.
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